
GROUP #:_________________
PERIOD:__________________

Name:________________________________ Points/Grade:_________/100_

Name:________________________________ Points/Grade:_____________

Name:________________________________ Points/Grade:_____________

Name:________________________________ Points/Grade:_____________

DOOR SCENE RUBRIC

4 3 2 1

PROMPT AND
NARRATIVE

___/25

*Group
follows the
prompt
exactly as
written.

*Group has
a
compelling
narrative.

*Narrative
is makes
clear sense
to the
audience.

*Group follows the
prompt, but some
elements are
unclear.

*Group has a
narrative, but it
lacks a compelling
throughline.

*Some parts of the
story are unclear or
confusing to the
audience.

*Group only
follows parts of
the prompt.

*Group has a
weak narrative
and  an
uncompelling
narrative.

*The story is
unclear and/or
confusing to the
audience.

*The prompt is
not followed.

*There is no
real narrative.

CAMERA
WORK

___/30

*Camera
is steady.

*Shots
have
strong
motivatio
n.

*Shots
are
framed
correctly
.

*Variety
of shots.

*Camera is
unsteady in
parts.

*Some shots lack
motivation.

*Some shots are not
framed correctly.

*The scene needs
more variety of
shots.

*Camera
work is
difficult to
follow
because of
shaking or
blurriness.

*Most shots lack
clear motivation.

*Many shots are
not framed well.

*Scene lacks real
variety of shots.

*Camera work is
nearly unwatchable.

*There's no sense of
motivation to the
shots.

*There's no real
concise framing
throughout.

*Shots choices are
haphazard or have
no variety at all.



EDITING
SKILLS

___/30

*Scene
builds
tension
through
editing
*Music is
properly
placed in
project
*Transitions
used
properly *
Excellent
continuity
of shots.
*Excellent
execution of
sound
effects,
music and
color.

*Scene has
some  tension in
parts
*Few
transitions
*Music is put in
some parts of
project
*some
transitions  used
* Average
continuity of
shots.
*Average
execution of
effects, music
and color.

*Scene
shows a
little tension
*Transitions
not  present.

*No music
*  Weak
continuity of
shots.

*Weak
execution of
sound effects,
music and
color.

*Scene shows no
tension.
*No transitions.
*No titles used.
*No music
*  No continuity of
shots.
*Poor execution of
sound effects, music
and color.

TITLE

___/15

*Title is
motivated
and has
compelling
effects.

*Title is fairly
motivated with no
or minimal effects.

*Title has no
real
motivation
and/or effects.

*No real title.


